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A parametric shape grammar of the traditional Malay
houses (TMH) built in the past century is presented.
The grammar, which consists of rules for generating
the form and structure of TMH, is derived from simple
geometric representations of the houses.The rules
first derive the basic unit structures that form the
shapes of the TMH. Nine basic shapes have been
identified that form the main vocabulary elements of
the grammar. Parameterized polygons and lines define
each basic shape. Ranges of values assigned to the
variables describing the parameterized polygons and
lines are presented.The shape addition rules are used
to characterize the compositional aspects of TMH
style. Evidences of these basic shapes or their
combinations have been documented by previous
researchers and are used as a way of explaining the
built forms of the TMH.The scope of the study is
currently limited to the original TMH of the bumbung
panjang (long roof) type in which the key features of
the houses are easily discernible from the side view.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional Malay houses (TMH) are located within the peninsula of
Malaysia and are a form of local indigenous vernacular architecture from the
pre-colonial era.The houses provided a glimpse of the life of the Malays in
the 18–19th century and represent the local cultural heritage.The houses
were built by master carpenters and builders. Due to the wooden materials
used in the construction of these houses, many are no longer usable and
some have been left unattended.With the concern of preserving the local
cultural heritage, many efforts were made to document these houses by
architects and enthusiasts.The focus in this body of work was concentrated
in documenting the built forms of the houses that includes the construction
methods, the built-environment analysis, and ordering principles [1–16].
Recently, a more systematic data collection in the form of cataloguing of
photographic collections and measured drawings has been undertaken.
More then 200 measured drawings of traditional Malay houses have been
produced [17–18].The Malay World Studies portal has been created which
allow on-line access to images, scanned drawing plans and documents on
Malay houses [19]. Concerns were raised on accessibility of the measured
drawings to the general public as well as on developing a systematic data
storage and retrieval system to capture the wealth of information that has
been gathered to date. It is the objective of the research outlined in this
paper to bring a new dimension to the study of TMH by employing a formal
approach to accurately capture the architectural style of TMH in a
computing environment.The approach includes firstly identifying the
common structure and appearance of TMH, secondly developing the
compositional grammar to construct instances of the style, and lastly
providing the criteria to determine whether a built form on TMH belongs
to the same style.The work will be further extended to capture the
ornamental details of TMH so that the uniqueness of each TMH can be
captured, stored and display in a digital format.The compositional grammar
of TMH was developed by referring to the construction methods described
in previous documentations of TMH.The grammar however, does not
necessarily follow the construction steps in building a TMH.The end results
of this study is a modeling and generation tool that can recreate a particular
recorded TMH or generate a new TMH that conforms to the style and
detailing of a TMH from a particular region. In a computer programming
platform, the ability to distribute this work as an educational tool to the
general public will be made possible and the developed graphical user
interface is anticipated to increase the interest in learning about TMH.This
work is in progress and will be reported soon.
The construction of the TMH has been influenced by the iterative
adaptations to local conditions such as religion, climate and materials.
Within the peninsula of Malaysia, there exist four distinct regions –
northern, central, southern and eastern, in which the TMH differs in
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ornamental details and in styles. However, since the regions are subjected
to almost similar local conditions, it is therefore not surprising to find the
similarity of shape in most of these houses.The similarities and differences
of the TMH to other traditional houses within the Malay world in the
South-East Asia region have been discussed from the perspective of ethnic
anthropology in [14]. In the peninsula of Malaysia, master carpenters and
builders adopted a general guideline based on the influence of local
customs, religious belief and animisms as outlined in the text of Tajul Muluk
to build the TMH. A general reference on the form of the TMH was
described in relation to the form a human with the roof structure
representing the head, the core space representing the body and the
timber posts representing the legs. Apart from this general description, the
authors are unaware of any documentation of traditional designer following
a prescribed grammar.This paper attempts to study the form and style of
the TMH from the shape grammar approach.The scope of the study is
currently limited to the original TMH of the bumbung panjang (long roof)
type in which the key features of the houses were easily discernible from
the side view. Figure 1 shows an example of one of the earliest records of
TMH while Figures 2 and 3 show drawings of 2-unit and 3-unit TMH from
the eastern region.While the grammar could be extended to cover
traditional timber-framed houses from regions other than the peninsula of

 Figure 1: A form of the TMH
(adapted from [1])
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 Figure 2: A form of the TMH
(adapted from [5]).

 Figure 3: A form of the TMH
(adapted from [5]).

 Figure 4: A Palembang traditional
house (adapted from [14]).

Malaysia, such as the one shown in Figure 4 of a traditional house in
Palembang, Indonesia, such extension is beyond the scope of the current
work. Further more, the forms of TMH described in this paper are those
documented by previous researchers and exceptions to the built forms are
not on the primary structures covers by the grammar but on secondary
structure such as the anjung (entrance porch) and the jemuran (open
platform attached to the back of the house). A discussion on the anjung is
deferred to a later section of this paper.
The built forms by the grammar can be further linked to the ornamental
details of TMH to capture the relationships between the built forms and the
local cultural and anthropological settings.The types and arrangement of the
openings (doors and windows) of the TMH, for example, differ from region
to region. A particular example in the case of the southern region has been
described in [3]. Hence, an extensive TMH grammar could in principle
generate a TMH that meets the general criteria of TMH style while at the
same time conforms to the local or regional ornamental detailing.This is the
ultimate aim of this study.
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2. RELATED WORK
There has been a recent interest in the reconstruction of ancient or
vernacular architecture in a digital environment [20–24].This interest can be
partly attributed to the availability of high computing power at a lower cost
as well as the interest in the preservation of a dieing culture. Liu et al. [20]
modelled the ancient Chinese timber-structure building in the early TangDynasty in Hong Kong.Their research aims to provide effective methods to
preservation of ancient timber-structure buildings as well as a way of
managing preservation projects. Li et al. [21] on the other hand modelled
the ancient Chinese architecture based on the construction constraints
illuminated in the book Yinzaofashi. Müller et al. [22] combined GIS
(Geographical Information Systems) data with shape grammar rules derived
from historical information to efficiently create detailed large scale Roman
housing architecture. Müller et al. [23] used a procedural modeling
technique with shape grammar to reproduce an ancient Mayan architecture.
Liu et al. [24] uses semantic modelling to recreate ancient Chinese houses
in a vernacular urban setting.
Another facet to this interest is the development of pictorial generation
theory that enables shapes and images to be analysed in a systematic way.
An example of this is the shape grammar analysis that can be used to study
an existing design and to generate new designs based on the design
grammar rules. A shape grammar consists of a vocabulary of shapes (with or
without labels), a set of shape rules, and an initial shape.The rules are
presented as transformations of a shape or collection of shapes to a new
shape or collection of shapes. Applied recursively on an initial shape, the
rules produce designs that are said to belong to a language.The benefits of
shape grammars over other language mediums when analysing and
communicating the design of forms are that they facilitate exploring the
generation of other designs with the same style or convention [25].
Some examples of shape grammars applied to historical built forms are the
Palladian Villa Grammar [26], the Mughul Garden Grammar [27], the African
homesteads grammar [28], the Taiwanese vernacular dwellings [29], the
traditional Turkish houses grammar [30], the Yingzao fashi grammar [31], the
vernacular Hayat house grammar [32] and the caravanserais grammar [33].

 Figure 5: Forms of TMH with a
similar post plan.
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A major difference in the grammars described above and the grammar
of TMH is the approach of the grammar. All the above grammars approach
the composition from the plan view of the shape under study.The grammar
of the TMH begins with the side view.The reason for this approach is that
the post plan of a TMH resulted in ambiguities to the type of spaces that it
will create. An example is shown in Figure 5 where a 2 x 3-post structure
has 5 possible forms.

3. DESCRIPTIONS OF TRADITIONAL
MALAY HOUSES
The TMH is comprised of the physical, spatial and functional elements [3].The
functional element consists of a list of activities that may take place within the
spaces of the houses that include receiving of guests, cooking, dining and
sleeping.These activities are closely tied to the spatial elements because of
the culture and tradition of the Malays.The inter-relationship of these
elements forms rules that determine the hierarchy of spatial importance in
the TMH.The spatial element consists of spaces that form the TMH.
A key feature of the TMH is the roof structure that is made up of two
timber post and beam structures, supporting a high-pitched, gabled roof
called the bumbung panjang. Researchers accept the bumbung panjang
features as the original form of the TMH that were not affected by any
colonial influence.The Ramah ibu (mother house) occupies the space under
the bumbung panjang.The rumah ibu is considered as the core area of the
house with its floor level being the highest.The women perform most of
the activities conducted within this space.These include sleeping, sewing,
praying, ironing, studying, and even feasting. Full-length windows can be
found at the front and back of the rumah ibu.The rumah ibu may exist
entirely by itself and is considered as the most basic form of the traditional
Malay house (Figure 6).The built form of this simple house has been
documented [8]. In Figure 6, a simple geometrical shape made up of two
lines, a square and a triangle is offered as a representation of the built form.
Figures 7 and 8 show the common forms of the TMH.The serambi
samanaik (a verandah attached to the rumah ibu on the same floor level and
 Figure 6: A simple geometrical
representation of the basic TMH
(adapted from [8]).
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 Figure 7: A common form of a TMH
and its geometrical representation
(adapted from [5]).

 Figure 8: A common form of a
TMH and its geometrical
representation (adapted from [5]).

facing backward) could be constructed together with the rumah ibu as part of
the nine-post structure and housed under the skillion roof that is attached to
the bumbung panjang.The rumah ibu and the serambi samanaik are integrated
functionally, spatially and structurally.The serambi samanaik is a transitional
space between the rumah ibu and the rumah dapur (kitchen house).The serambi
gantung (a hanging verandah attached to the rumah ibu facing the front of the
house) is slightly wider than the serambi samanaik and at a lower level to the
rumah ibu [7].This place is used to entertain male guests. It is roofed under
skillion roof attached to bumbung panjang on the other side of the rumah ibu,
opposite of the serambi samanaik area.The geometrical representation of this
built form requires a more complex combination of lines and polygons.

4. COMPOSITIONAL FORM OF A TRADITIONAL
MALAY HOUSE
From the analysis of the documented evidences, we arrive at the general
compositional form of the TMH as shown in Figure 9.The form consists of a
core space occupying the area under the gable roof above an elevated floor
and additional spaces attached to the core space to its left or right.These
additional spaces are roofed under the skillion roof and are also above
elevated floors.The levels of the floor of the additional spaces could either
be below the level of the floor of the core space or at the same level.
However, due to social and functional constraints, the floor levels of the
additional spaces are never above the level of the floor of the core space.
The various forms of the TMH are due to the presence or absence of the
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 Figure 9: A general compositional
form of a TMH.

 Figure 10: Addition of one space to
the core space of a basic TMH.

additional spaces as well as the various possible floor level combinations.
Figure 10 shows the first four compositional forms that are possible with
the addition of one space to the core space. From the resulting forms of
one space addition, we could further add another space on the opposite
side of the earlier added space and this will result in another four forms of
the TMH with three spaces (Figure 11).This addition is purely from the
geometrical point-of-view since spaces on the same floor level are not
added later but are constructed at the same time as the core space as they
share the common floor joist.The above process yielded the nine possible
basic shapes of TMH with one, two and three spaces under one highpitched gabled roof. Each of these shapes could form a house unit
completely by itself.The shapes in Figure 11 can be rearranged as shown in
Figure 12 to show the space development process with the central figure
being the most basic shape of TMH.
Other forms of the TMH are as a consequence of combining two or
three of the basic shapes. Figure 13, 14 and 15 show examples of the
addition of two basic shapes or units to form a new TMH. In Figure 14, the
nine basic shapes are numbered arbitrarily and will subsequently be referred
to as Unit [1] to Unit [9].The added shape is called rumah dapur and it has
the same form as the basic shape called rumah bujang. A key feature of this
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 Figure 11: Addition of a second
space to the core space of a basic
TMH.

 Figure 12: The nine basic shapes of
TMH.

addition process is the presence of the space separating the two shapes,
called the selang or pelantar.The selang is typically an open space platform
with or without an entrance on its side.The selang may be formed by a
separate floor joist or by extending the floor joist of the space to be added.
A more complex addition would involve three basic shapes, as shown in
Figures 16 and 17.The selang between the core shape on the left and the
middle shape (rumah tengah) is formed by extending the floor joist of the
middle shape, while the selang between the middle shape and the end shape
(rumah dapur) is formed by its own floor joist.

5. A PARAMETRIC SHAPE GRAMMAR
OF TRADITIONAL MALAY HOUSES
To enable fast generation of the skeleton of the TMH, a parametric shape
grammar is used [34].The parametric shape grammar follows the approach
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 Figure 13: The addition of two
basic shapes to form a TMH (adapted
from [5]).

 Figure 14: The addition of two
basic shapes to form a TMH (adapted
from [5]).

of shape grammar. A shape grammar approach is used due to the fact that
the shapes of TMH can be easily described using simple polygons and lines.
Rules in the grammar are based on timber construction to generate a 3D
construct of the TMH.The grammar uses the side-elevation approach as
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 Figure 15: The addition of two
basic shapes to form a TMH (adapted
from [5]).

 Figure 16: The addition of three
basic shapes to form a TMH (adapted
from [5]).

opposed to post plan.The TMH grammar consists of a set of 16 parametric
rules that create the side view of TMH in 2D.The rule applications and
parameter values of the construction elements that characterize the TMH
side view are constrained.This approach resulted in the 9 basic shapes and
the addition rules to generate all the possible styles of the bumbung panjang
TMH.The grammar continues with a 3D construct by duplicating the 2D
form according to the desired post plan to form units. A limiting post plan is
also specified. Hence, although this grammar is capable of generating a large
number of instances of unique TMH construct, the forms are constrained to
the style of TMH only.
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 Figure 17: The addition of three
basic shapes to form a TMH (adapted
from [16]).

Rules for generating the basic unit structures are described in Figure 18.
A total of 16 rules are required to form the basic shapes of the traditional
Malay house. Rule 1 starts with an empty set and ends with a point that
marks to location of the tiang seri (main post).The tiang seri is the first post
to be constructed in the construction of the houses and several rituals
involving myths are conducted before and after the erection of the post.The
location of the tiang seri is a 3-D coordinate in a Euclidean space, with the
y-coordinate being zero and denoting the earth level. In the actual
construction, the tiang seri is either buried in the ground or sits on a pelapik
tiang (stone footing). In Rule 2, the direction of the house is decided first. In
this case, the direction to the left is designated as facing the front and the
opposite direction is facing the back.The decision on direction is very
critical in the generation of the Malay houses since certain spatial elements
in the traditional Malay houses are direction dependent.
The posts that form the width of the rumah ibu are constructed in Rules
3 and 4.The rasuk pendek (short floor joist) connects the two posts with a
mortised joint in Rule 5. If the length of the rasuk pendek is longer than the
width of the rumah ibu, then a kelek anak section is to be constructed
adjacent to the rumah ibu, with the floor level being the same as the rumah
ibu’s floor level (Figure 19).The kelek anak is always facing the back (Rules
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 Figure 18: Rules to establish the
basic unit.

11–13).The height of the rasuk pendek indicates the available height of the
rumah ibu as well as the kolong (space beneath the floor) – Rule 5. Rules 610 are for creating the roof structure, which is known as the bumbung
panjang. In some cases, the tiang gantung (hanging post) is not used in the
construction and for this, tg is assigned zero value (Rule 8).With the
absence of the tiang gantung, the length of the alang pendek (roof tie girt)
and the tunjak langit (kingpost) determines the angle of the roof (Rule 9).
The documented angle of the roof, θ is in the range from 45–57 degrees.
The use of tiang gantung may also indicate the presence of a loteng (attic).
Rules 14–16 (Figure 20) complete the construction of the traditional Malay
house with the addition of a serambi gantung (hanging verandah) and
removing of the label.
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 Figure 19: Rules to establish the
addition of the kelek anak space to the
basic unit.

 Figure 20: Rules to establish the
addition of the serambi gantung space
to the basic unit.

A critical feature of the construction of the houses is the various levels
of floor possible.With the constraint of the rumah ibu having the highest
floor level, the floor level of the kelek anak can also be at a lower level then
that of the rumah ibu.The floor level of serambi gantung, however, is always
at a lower level then the rumah ibu. If the floor level of the area occupied by
the serambi gantung is at the same level as the rumah ibu, the area is simply
called the serambi (verandah). Figure 21 shows all the possible single-unit
basic forms of the traditional Malay house. In constructing these units, some
of the constraints are invoked to create the variety of design that is possible
with the grammar. Unit [1] is the simplest form of the traditional Malay
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 Figure 21: Basic units generated
with constraints.

 Figure 22: An example of a 2-unit
house formed from the basic units.

F

 Figure 23: An example of a 3-unit
house formed from the basic units.

F

house and is sometime called the rumah bujang (bachelor house) while Unit
[8] is the most common form of a single-unit traditional Malay house and is
fully capable to function as a family house. Units [2] and [5] are also a
common construction.The difference between the two is that for Unit [2],
the additional space is constructed at the same time as the rumah ibu. For
Unit [5], the additional space could be added later. Unit [3] can be used as
an additional end-unit in a multi-unit structure as well as a single unit house.
Examples of multi-unit traditional Malay house formed by the
combinations of the basic single units are shown in Figures 22 and 23.The
predominantly used single-unit additions are Units [1] and [2]. Unit [3] is
also sometimes used.
For the two-unit house, the additional unit will form the rumah dapur
(kitchen house). In the three-unit house, the middle unit is called the
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 Table 1. Primary construction
elements of TMH.

Elements

Name

Symbol

Data

Notes*

Point

tiang seri location
(main post)

lts

(xts,yts,zts)

Ground
level

Linear

*Ketak

direction of the house

F

[i, j, k]

To front

Posts’ arrangement
of each unit

par

[nw x nb]MN

Re. spatial
elements

tiang seri (main post)

tp

length, size
start/end pt.

Size= 1
ketak2

rasuk pendek
(short floor joist)

rp

as above

Size=1/3
ketak2

rasuk serambi
(verandah floor joist)

rs

as above

Size=1/3
ketak2

alang pendek
(roof tie girt)

ap

as above

as above

tiang serambi
(verandah post)

ts

as above

Size= 1
ketak2

tiang gantung
(hanging post)

tg

as above

Size=1/9
ketak2

tunjak langit (kingpost)

tl

as above

as above

kasau jantan (rafter)

kj

as above

1/15 ktk2

lantai ibu
(main floor level)

fl

height

From ground
level

lantai serambi
(verandah floor level)

fls

height

From ground
level

angle of the main roof

θ_(deg)

45-57

angle of skillion roof

θ_(deg)

30-40

alang panjang
(girt)

ag

length, size
start/end pt.

Size=1/3
ketak2

rasuk panjang
(floor beam)

rg

as above

as above

tulang bumbung
(roof ridge)

tb

as above

Size=1/9
ketak2

(or ktk) is the length between the first knuckle of the first finger and the tip of the

thumb of an adult person

rumah tengah (centre house). Both units may assume the shape of any one of
the nine basic shapes.The following rules for additions of units are derived:
1. The main unit that house the rumah ibu could be any on of the nine
units.
2. All middle and end-units must be of equal or less spaces then the
main unit.This suggests that the significance of the main unit cannot
be overshadowed by any structure more complex then itself.
3. For the middle and end-units, an additional simple structure such as
selang (a flat un-roofed walkway structure) is added to separate the
units. In some cases, an open space or a courtyard separates the units.
4. The floor level of the selang can be at the same level of the additional
units or at a lower level. Stairs may be added at the side of the selang
to allow for entrance and exit.
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5. The floor level from the main unit to the end unit (facing backward)
must be in a descending mode.
The key elements used in the parametric shape grammar are given in Table
1. Some of the key elements are illustrated in Figures 24.Table 2 lists some of
the values of the construction elements for houses in different locations
within the peninsula of Malaysia, obtained from documented sources.The
space developments of the basic TMH are shown in Figure 25. Examples of
multi-unit traditional Malay houses formed by the combinations of the basic
single units are shown in Figure 25.The increase in spaces from left to right in
Figure 25 typically depicts the need for the additional spaces. However, the
form constructed in the initial phase would dictate the space addition phase.
The increase in spaces and units has been attributed the seasonal work
patterns of the Malays, their economic means and the needs of the users ([6],
[13]). However, some recorded TMH remained in their original built forms
without any increase in spaces and units while others have undergone
transformation from single unit houses to multi-unit houses over several
decades as the houses changed hand from one owner to another.

6. 3D FORM MODELLING OF TMH
A 3D form modelling of the TMH begins with generation of the basic
shapes using the parametric shape grammar. A total of nine basic units
representing the nine basic shapes can be built.Twenty seven 2-unit
structures could be formed representing the combinations of the 9 basic
units with three of the basic units serving as the second unit. Up to 81
different 3-unit TMH can be built at the same time by the combinations of
the basic units following the addition rules.Thus, a total of 117 unique
different skeleton structures of TMH can be generated at any particular
time.This represents the more popular forms of the TMH out of the 819
possible forms generated from the combinations of 1-unit, 2-unit and 3-unit
structures [35].To create a 3-dimensional unit of the house, the generated
structure is duplicated along the z-axis to make up the 2 x 3-, 3 x 3-, 4 x 3-,

Kasau jantan
Tunjuk langit
Tiang
serambi

Alang
pendek

Rasuk
pendek
Tiang seri
F
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 Figure 24: Primary construction
elements of the TMH.

 Table 2. Length of the primary
construction elements of TMH.*

House
location

tp
(m)

ap
(m)

rp
(m)

tl
(m)

kj
(m)

Northern

4.5

6.0

5.0

3.0

4.5

-

-

1.5

-

Northern

4.5

4.0

3.0

2.5

3.0

1.5

3.0

1.5

1.25

Central

5.0

4.5

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.0

3.5

1.5

-

Central

5.0

4.5

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.0

4.5

1.5

-

Southern

5.0

4.5

3.0

3.0

3.5

2.0

4.0

1.5

1.25

Southern

5.0

4.5

3.0

3.0

4.5

2.0

3.5

1.5

1.25

Southern

4.5

4.5

3.0

3.0

4.0

2.5

3.0

1.25

1.0

Southern

5.0

4.5

4.0

2.5

4.0

2.0

3.0

1.25

1.0

Southern

4.0

4.0

2.5

3.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

0.75

Southern

4.0

3.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

0.75

Eastern

5.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

4.0

1.5

-

Eastern

5.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

4.5

1.5

-

Eastern

4.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

-

-

1.0

Ranges

4.0–5.0

2.0–6.0

2.0–5.0

2.0–3.0

2.5–4.5

1.5–2.5

3.0–4.5

1.0–1.5

*Refer

rs
(m)

ts
(m)

fl
(m)

fls
(m)

0.75–1.25

to Table 1 for meaning of symbols

 Figure 25: Some examples of 1-, 2and 3-unit traditional Malay houses.

or 4 x 4-post structures, as shown in Figure 26. Unit [1], for example, can
be constructed as the smallest 2 x 2-post structures and the common 2 x
3-post structures as well. Unit [8], which is the most common 2D form of
the TMH can also be constructed as the smallest 2 x 4-post structure and
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 Figure 26: 3D form models from
the nine basic shapes.

 Figure 27: Complexities of post
arrangement in several unit additions.
Left: A typical post plan. Middle: A post
plan where the first unit is larger than
the second unit. Right: A common unit
addition to the side to form an
entrance space.

could be as large as 5 x 4-post structure.The many possibilities of
arrangement in the post plan in a multi-unit TMH will give flexibility to the
grammar to reconstruct the traditional houses documented in the current
measured drawing database.
The 3D constructions with unit additions resulted in a variety of forms
as each unit may be made up of different post plan. In Figure 27, examples of
two-unit additions are shown to show a few possibilities of the built forms.
The most common form is shown in the left of Figure 27 while a
combination of a large first unit with a smaller second unit is shown in the
middle of Figure 27. In the right of Figure 27, an addition system to the side,
which was not elucidated in the previous grammar, is illustrated.This type of
addition is a common feature to Unit [8] type. It forms a new space called
the anjung (entrance). A stair is commonly attached to this space.The
anjung, however, has the same form at Unit [1]. Hence, the form was built by
using the same function that built Unit [1] but called with a different set of
values.The 3D form modelling program with the underlying grammar is
currently being implemented in C++ programming language with OpenGL
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 Figure 28: A graphical user interface
of the 3D form modelling of TMH.

 Figure 29: An example of Unit [8]
without roof visibility generated by the
3D form modelling

graphics engine that supports scene graphs.The nodes in the lowest level of
the scene graphs contain the parametric elements whose values are within
certain limits and whose relationship with other elements are defined by
the grammar. Figures 28 and 29 show the graphical user interface of the
computer program and an example of the built form generated.

7. CONCLUSION
A parametric shape grammar for constructing the forms of the bumbungpanjang (long-roof) typed TMH has been presented.The rules take
advantages of the fact that the predominant features of the houses are the
single bumbung panjang unit and the combinations of this unit or its variants.
Nine basic units have been generated and these units form the basis for
describing the style of TMH.The 3D forms of the nine basic units could be
A Parametric Shape Grammar of the Traditional 141
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made of different post plans. Hence, a large variety of the 3D forms could
be built with the combination of any of the nine basic units in a two- or
three-unit TMH.
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